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• Identity crisis:
• Formerly SPARTA
• Formerly Cobham
• Formerly SPARTA
DOGBERT IS CHAIRING THE INTERNATIONAL DATA SECURITY STANDARDS GROUP.

THE GOAL OF OUR ORGANIZATION IS TO MAKE YOUR SECURITY PROCEDURES SO INCONVENIENT THAT YOU GIVE UP HOPE AND DIE FROM BED SORES.

WE TAKE PRIDE IN BEING INDEPENDENT FROM THE COMPANIES THAT FUND US.
AGENDA

• 10 November 2014
  – 08:45 – 09:45: CCSDS Plenary (room G1)
  – 09:45 – 10:45: Systems Engineering Area (SEA) Plenary (room 503)
    – Welcome, introductions, logistics, agenda review
    – Review results of Spring 2014 (Noordwijkerhout) meeting
      – Status of documents, action items
      – Charter review (if required)
    – Threat book revision review (Weiss)
    – ESA Secure Software Development (Fischer)
  – Working Group Dinner
AGENDA (Cont)

• 11 November 2014 (08:45 – 17:30) (room 505)
  – Network Layer Security
    » IPsec Testing + Yellow Book Status (Sheehe + others?)
    » Network layer security for non-IP environments (Fischer/Aguilar-Sanchez)
  – Key Management Blue Book (Fischer/Aguilar-Sanchez)
    » KM for SDLS extended procedures
  – Link Layer Security Update Discussion (Biggerstaff/Weiss/Aguilar-Sanchez)
  – Other areas of discussion
  – Proposed new areas of work
    » Application Layer?
  – WG dinner

• 12 November 2014
  – 08:45-17:30: Space Data Link Security WG (room 514)

• 13 November 2014
  – 08:45-17:30: Space Data Link Security WG (room 514)

• 14 November 2014
  – 16:00-17:30: SEA Wrap-up Plenary (room 504)